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SHORT COMMUNICATION 

Kids are as likely to get infected with the corona virus as adults, finds one of the most detailed studies yet published on the 

spread of the virus, known as SARS-CoV-2. This analysis on data from collected Shenzhen, China provides a clue to one of 

the most pressing quarries surrounding: the role of children. 

Latest surveys have shown that kids were less likely to develop severe symptoms when infected by the corona virus, 

compared with other age groups. Still, it was not clear because they were not getting corona virus infection or if they were 

fighting off the infection more effectively than others. 

“Kids are just as likely to get infected and they’re not getting sick,” said Justin Lesser, an infectious-disease epidemiologist 

at Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health in Baltimore, Maryland. His team study with Johns Hopkins 

epidemiologist Qifang Bi, and epidemiologists Ting Ma, at the Harbin Institute of Technology in Shenzhen, and Tiejian 

Feng, of the Shenzhen Center for Disease Control and Prevention [1]. 

This study is unique in that it looked at not only people who were infected with the corona virus, but also large numbers of 

their close contacts, some of whom were infected and many who were not. These researchers followed 391 people who 

were diagnosed based on their symptoms, and 1,286 of their close contacts to see whether they tested positive for the virus 

even if they did not show symptoms. Overall, the team found that children under 10 who were exposed to the virus were just 

as likely to become infected as other age groups, with about 7 and 8% of contacts of known cases later testing positive. 

They also found that people who lived in the same household as an someone infected with the corona virus and came into 

close contact with them were about 6 times more likely chances, compared with people who made contact with an infected 

person in other settings. 

“This may be the first clear evidence that children are as susceptible as adults to SARS- CoV-2 infection,” says Ben 

Cowling, an infectious-disease epidemiologist at the University of Hong Kong. Now wonders whether the fact that has not 

been observed in schools could be down to the fact that children’s symptoms are mild. 
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Lessler said it is still not clear that whether kids are important in transmitting the virus, as they were with influenza, where 

children routinely develop symptoms and are common hubs in chains of transmission. “That is one of the current remaining 

questions and we are trying to figure out how to answer,” he says. “I have a 7-month-old and a 6-year-old and I can’t 

imagine that, if they have any virus at all, they're not getting it on somebody.” 

United States biotech company Moderna has transferred an experimental corona virus vaccine to United States government 

researchers just six weeks after it started working on the immunization. Phase-I trials of the potential vaccine could begin in 

April, but the process of testing and approvals would last at least a year.  

 

Figure 1: Corona viruses are so called because the projections that encircle the capsid resemble a monarch’s crown when 

viewed under a microscope (Nature). 

CORONA VIRUS IS FASTEST 'WORLD ECONOMIC PANDEMIC 

Moderna (MRNA) has transferred the first batch of its novel corona virus vaccine, mRNA- 1273, has been sent to the 

National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases (NIAID). 

Another company Shares, located near Boston, trading 15% higher in New York. Moderna conveyed that the first vials of 

the experimental vaccine would be used in a planned Phase study in the United States, which will be typically involves 

testing a vaccine on a small number of volunteers. 

NIAID has started work, a clinical trial could start by the end of April, 2020 the "first step" in potentially making a vaccine 

would be available. Moreover, conveyed that two doses of the vaccine would be tested on volunteers to see if it produces an 

immune response that protects against the virus. Healthy 45 people would participate in the trial. & even if the clinical trial 

will successful, further testing and regulatory approvals would be needed before the vaccine could be deployed widely. 

Medical professionals and Pharmaceutical companies throughout the world are working at to identify treatments or a 

vaccine to help fight the corona virus, which have been infected more than 80,000 humans throughout the world. 

As per Moderna, the vaccine was developed about in forty-two days of the company obtaining specific information on the 

corona virus. By comparison, it took researchers about 20 months to start health volunteer tests of the vaccine for corona 

virus. Moderna has yet to produce a proven vaccine with its mRNA technology, which aims to make vaccine that direct 
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cells in the body to make proteins to prevent or fight microbial disease. It makes use of messenger ribonucleic acid, a 

molecule vital to the proper functioning of the body's cells. 

The technology has had good results from Phase-I trail across six different vaccines, one of which is currently in a Phase-II 

trial. The mRNA approach can produce vaccines faster and for less money than regular financial practices. 
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